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Every November in the oddnumbered year following a presidential election, the voters of Virginia go
to the polls to elect a new governor. A
constitutional provision prohibiting a
governor from succeeding himself
ensures that a newcomer will be
installed in the governor's office after
each election. Between the November election and the January
inauguration, a governor-elect faces
the momentous task of preparing
himself to assume his new duties. It
is this gubernatorial transition process in Virginia that is the focus of
this News Letter.
TRANSITION: THE VIRGINIA TRADITION

Until recent years, political transitions received little attention from
students of government. Such a lack
of attent\on \ regard to Virginia
governors could be in part justified,
for during m ch of the twentieth
century Virginia governors were
products of the Byrd Machine and, as
such, shared a common political
heritage and philosophy. Furthermore, the role of state government
was still a relatively restricted one
during most of this period; to find and
to get control of the executive levers
of government presented no extraordinary challenge. The amount of
change associated with each new
administration was minimal, and
comparatively little preparation was
needed to make the transition. Following the election in that era, a
governor-elect was, to a great extent,
on his own in making preparations to
assume office. Office space was
made available to him at the State

Library or in another building, consultation and advice were given
freely, and limited secretarial help
was supplied. In terms of further
monetary or other assistance, however, little was available.
With such limited and informal
transition aid, an anti-Machine candidate, had he been elected, might
well have experienced major difficulties. With only the loan of office space
and limited secretarial help, how
would he have managed the transition tasks unless he had some
outside resources on which to rely?
Even more seriously, what if the
outgoing governor had refused to
meet with his successor and had
forbidden other state officials from
doing so until after the inauguration?
Such a situation could have caused
major problems for the Commonwealth, especially if a crisis had
occurred soon after the new administration took office.
Fortunately, none of this did
happen. Until the late sixties, governor succeeded governor, usually with
little or no rancor but instead with a
high degree of cooperation. The
change in chief executives was not
accompanied by significant change
within the state bureaucracy. Other
than a few members of the governor's personal staff and some of the
state's top executives, few state
employees were affected by gubernatorial transitions. The budget for
the next biennium had already been
prepared, so the new governor did
not have to contend with this responsibility. It is thus easy to see why so
little effort, money, or other resources went into Virginia gubernatorial
transitions for so many years. It is just
as obvious, however, that the power
of the Byrd Machine was in large part

responsible for this situation; once
this organization began to fade and
die, things would change. That is
precisely what happened when
Linwood Holton was elected in 1969.
THE HOLTON TRANSITION

In 1969 the Republican party
captured the Virginia governorship
for the first time in the twentieth
century, and the transition task
facing the governor-elect, Linwood
Holton, was a formidable one. Holton
had no plaos to turn out all of the
Democratic office holders or to
propose any radical new legislation.
He did, however, wish to take firm
control of the state's executive
branch on Inauguration Day. Very
little had been done prior to the
election to prepare for the transition.
Therefore, during the two and onehalf months before the inauguration,
Holton's most pressing problems
were to settle appointments to major
offices and to decide on his budgetary
and legislative priorities. In addition,
matters of intermediate and minor
importance needed his attention,
ranging from preparing forthe inaugural ceremony to moving his family
into the executive mansion. The first
necessary step, however, was to
establish a transition operation.
Since there was little precedent here
to draw upon, the decisions made
depended heavily on the talent and
the creativity of Holton and his staff.
Two basic questions had to be
answered first: Who was to help the
governor-elect with the transition,
and where were the transition offices
to be located? Several days after the
election, Holton announced that his
compaign coordinator, John Ritchie,
Jr., would serve as his transition
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chief-or, to use Holton's phrase, his
"right arm"-until the inauguration.
About a half-dozen other aides were
retained from the campaign staff, and
four or five secretaries were added to
complete the staff. The problem
regarding the location of the transition offices was solved when Governor Mills Godwin offered Holton
several offices, equipped with telephones and some supplies, in one of
the state buildings adjacent to the
capitol. (This courtesy is but one
example of the cooperative, albeit
sometimes reserved, relationship
which existed between Godwin and
Holton and their staffs.)
Once these two questions had
been resolved, there were still others
that had to be answered before
Holton could shift his attention from
preparing for the transition process
itself to preparing for the governor-
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cerns were how to pay for the
transition operation, and how to
organize the transition staff. The
latter question was most easily
answered: transition staffers, since
they had served in the campaign,
were given functional responsibilities similar to those they had had
prior to the election. Even though
specific transition tasks had not been
considered to a great extent during
the campaign, the staff could rely on
this prior experience in performing
most of their duties-writing
speeches, dealing with the press, and
considering various fiscal and other
legislative alternatives. Holton reserved for himself and Ritchie the
most important matters, those concerned with selection of the gubernatorial staff and with other appointments.
The governor-elect utilized a novel
approach to the question of how to
pay for the transition-. A gubernatorial
transition fund was set up, in the
form of a private corporation, and
donations were sought with the
promise that such money would be
returned if the General Assembly
subsequently reimbursed Holton for
transition expenses. A fund goal of
$25,000
was established
and
reached. After Holton's accession to
office the General Assembly approved his request that he be allowed
to utilize retroactively a portion of the
governor's discretionary fund to pay
for transition costs; therefore, most
of the donations were returned, save
a small portion that had been used to
pay Holton's personal transition
salary (an expenditure considered too
"political" by the transition staff to
include with the other expenses).
How was this money in fact spent?
Documents filed with Holton's per-

sonal papers indicate that nearly
$22,000 was actually spent on the
transition, with the remainder of the
transition fund being transferred to
campaign accounts to pay campaign
debts. Of that $22,000, the bulk of it
(about $18,000) was spent for salaries and taxes. Meals, lodging, travel,
and entertainment accounted for
another $1,500; and $1,000 was
spent on contract services. The
remainder was spent on office supplies, communications, and other
sundry accounts. 1
An examination of the way in
which the Holton transition was
organized and funded explores only
part of the tra nsition process.
Another and more important part
concerns the manner in which
Holton utilized the transition in order
to prepare himself, as John Ritchie
expressed_ it, JOf_"lbe actugl {11_ech~n
ics of state government." After the
preliminary transition planning described above, Holton followed the
t r ad it ion observed by most
governors-elect and took a much
deserved vacation. While he was
gone, Ritchie consulted with Republicans in other states that had recently
turned out entrenched Democratic
organizations, seeking to learn from
their experience. Other staffers began preparing items for the legislative program and personnel files and
attending meetings with representatives from the Godwin Administration. Much valuable time had to be
spent by the entire staff in handling
correspondence.
Following his vacation, Holton and
his staff focused their energies on the
specifics of the new administration:
whom to appoint, what to propose,
and how to spend money. Carter
Lowance, who had served in the
governor's office since World War II,
had already announced he would not
be available; several major agency
heads had done likewise. Besides
choosing replacements for them,
Holton had to decide which incumbent executives to keep, and who
would replace those who were not
retained. Some were judged not to be
performing very well, and they were
soon informed that their services
would no longer be needed. Others
whose abilities and performance
were not so easily discernible were
retained so that Holton could observe
them in action. Finally, some were
not given even an initial evaluation
until after the inauguration. Eight
lHolton Papers. Campaign & Transition miscellany, 1969-

years later, the man in charge of the
transition insisted that none of those
replaced as the result of unsatisfactory evaluations was discharged on
the basis of partisan politics. 2
New appointments were slow in
being made. Virginia Republicans
had never before faced a similartask.
Some were angered by Holton's
avowed goal of finding the best
qualified individuals for his administration, no matter who they were,
where they lived, or what party they
voted for. When Inauguration Day
arrived, much work remained to be
done. Besides the fact that only a few
appointments had been announced,
the stacks of unanswered mail were
growing; moreover, Holton had given
little consideration to the budget that
Godwin had presented earlier in the
week. Without a thorough knowledge
of the budget, it was irT)possibie to
prepare fully a legislative program or
a fiscal package with which to fund it.
Overall, given the inexperience of the
Holton staff and the lack of precedent
to provide guidance, the record of the
Holton transition effort was not
surprising. It had set a pattern which
later governors-elect could follow.
Yet it had moved very slowly, and this
was perhaps its greatest shortcoming.
THE SECOND GODWIN TRANSITION

When Linwood Holton entered
office, no statutory provisions for
gubernatorial transitions existed.
Holton sought to remedy this situation by seeking for his successor a
$25,000 transition allocation in the
1972-74 budget. The General
Assembly refused this request, however, for reasons which cannot be
fully explained.
Such was the situation which Mills
Godwin faced following his second
election as governor in 1973-this
time as a Republican. This transition
involved not only a Republican succeeding a Republican, but also a
former incumbent's return to office.
Because of these factors, this transition is less instructive for our purposes; nonetheless, it is worth
examining briefly to see how it
contributed to the transition process
in Virginia.
The first few weeks following
Godwin's re-election parallel those
following Linwood Holton's election
fairly closely. A transition operation
headed by Bruce Miller, a campaign
aide, was set up in several offices
loaned to the governor-elect by the

1970 (Box no. 29). "Campaign Funds, February 2, 1970" and
"The Gubernatorial Transition Fund, November 14, 1969February 2. 1970." The Virginia State Library, Richmond,
Virginia.
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governor. The major differences in
the tra nsition operation itself involved expenses and experience. The
expenses in this case were covered
by an advance from Governor
Holton's discretionary fund. In addition, Godwin's previous experience,
as well as that of Miller and other
transition staffers, made the job
somewhat easier than it had been for
Holton and his less experienced
aides.
The Godwin transition can best be
characterized as one of fine tuning.
This approach can be seen in the way
Bruce Miller described Godwin's
thoughts on the Cabinet. Instead of
attempting significant change in this
institution, which had been created
since his first term in office,
Godwin's attitude was more one of
"It's here, let me see how it works."3
Consequently, it is not surprising that
there were few major new appointments during the Godwin transition.
Most announcements involved reappointments, lateral transfers (such as
that of Maurice Rowe from Secretary
of Commerce and Resources to
Secretary of Administration), and the
return of people who had worked
under Godwin previously.
In conclusion, the Godwin transition was a smooth one. Godwin and
his aides knew how the government
worked, how to get things accomplished, and where potential problems
might arise. Furthermore, Godwin
had no worries about funding the
transition, thanks to Linwood Holton.
In other areas in which Godwin
needed assistance, Holton and his
staff also did what they could, and
relations between the two men and
their aides were very good. Godwin
was not a trend-setter or a groundbreaker in transition matters; he set
few, if any, precedents. He did,
however, know what he wanted and
how to get it; for this his transition is
perhaps most notable.
THE DALTON TRANSITION

Following his election in November
1977, John Dalton faced transition
prospects better tha n those of h is two
most recent predecessors. The
$25,000 appropriation for tra nsitions
that the General Assembly had
refused Holton in 1972 was granted
to Godwin in 1976, and Dalton was
the beneficiary. Furthermore, not
only was Dalton a Republican succeeding a Republican, but also he had
a close personal relationship with his
predecessor. Too, Dalton's status as
31nterview with Bruce Miller and Martha Pritchard (Aides to
Godwin), December 5, 1977, Richmond, Virginia.

the incumbent lieutenant governor
undoubtedly facilitated his transition.
Like the two men before him,
Dalton divided the month of November between setting up a transition operation and taking a vacation.
To direct the transition, which once
again was supplied office space by
the state, Dalton appointed three
members of his campaign staff:
William A. Royall, Jr. (who had been
in charge of the campaign staff),
Larry Murphy, and Jennifer Joy
Manson. All three of them, Dalton
explained, were to be co-equals, but
Royall was to act as the transition
spokesman. In order to facilitate the
transition effort and the change in
administration, these three individuals, along with approximately fifteen
others who worked on the transition,
were assigned duties corresponding
to those they could expect to assume
after the inauguration. Thus, even as
the transition operation was being
put together, a conscious decision
was made that the transition staff,
together with some holdovers from
the Godwin days, would make up the
staff for the governor's office in
January. That aspect of the question
was thereby settled relatively easily
by Dalton.
A situation of relative ease might
also describe the financing of the
Dalton transition, but the emphasis
must be on the word "relative." The
$25,000 appropriation given to
Dalton was notable simply because it
marked the first time that the General
Assembly had provided funds in
advance for the transition. Nevertheless, this was not a large amount,
especially when one considers that a
similar sum had been raised and
spent by governor-elect Holton eight
years earlier. Consequently, Dalton
found it necessary to make use of
corporate aircraft, automobiles, and
similar in-kind contributions in order
to make ends meet.
Among Dalton's campaign promises, one was particularly relevant to
his preparations for assuming office.
His administration, Dalton had said,
wou Id be characterized not by charisma, but by sound management and
problem solving. Such a commitment
could be seen during the weeks prior
to the inauguration in Dalton's
approach to appointments, policy
making, and finance. Each of the
agency heads and Cabinet members
who had served under Godwin and
had indicated a desire to remain (and
few wished to leave) was assessed in
regard to his strengths and weaknesses and his performance to date;
Dalton, in most cases satisfied with
the results of such assessments,
asked all but a few to stay on. In a

similar vein, Dalton emphasized to
new and old Cabinet secretaries alike
that he was a strong believer in the
Cabinet system of government and
that he wished to work with the
various agencies through the Cabinet. Finally, his approach to the
budget and other legislation was not
so mucb one offinding new programs
or introducing new measures, but
rather one of fine tuning-taking
what was already in existence and
seeing how it could be made to work
better.
By Inauguration Day, John Dalton
had much to show for his efforts.
Many, if not most, of his major
appointments had been announced;
he had some familiarity with the
budget; and his legislative proposals
were fairly well developed. Like
Godwin, Dalton had known what he
wanted and in the transition process
he had done what was necessary to
get it.
STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, AND
FUTURE PROSPECTS

The foregoing analysis of the three
most recent Virginia gubernatorial
transitions provides enough comparative data to arrive at some tentative
conclusions regarding those factors
most likely to be important in helping
a governor make a smooth transition
into office. Similarily, it should be
possible to determine both the areas
of greatest potential difficulty and
any desirable improvements in the
transition process.
Each of these transitions had
several factors in common. There
was a notable lack of preparation
prior to the election; no major
changes in the administration were
attempted; and a great deal of trust in
and reliance on the bureaucracy was
apparent, leading in turn to relatively
low personnel turnover.
Why were these factors com mon to
all three transitions? A long treatise
could undoubtedly be written on this
questio/n alone; but in this short
essay, only brief observations can be
made. The first of these factors-the
lack of prior preparation- is largely
the result of the political realities and
pressures of the campaign. As Dalton
campaign and gubernatorial aide
William Royall observed, any time
spent on transition prior to the
election is time taken away from the
campaign. Furthermore, some fear
exists that pre-election transition
planning looks presumptuous, and
that much of it will be useless unless
done by those people who will work
closely with the governor after the
inauguration-many of whom are
already working hard in the cam-

paign. The only major effort at
transition planning prior to the election was undertaken in 1977 by
Henry Howell; the election results
rendered the project virtually worthless.
The other factors-the lack of
policy change and the trust in the
bureaucracy (accompanied by a low
turnover rate within this group)-are
related to the political environment
within which the transition process
takes place. Devotion to tradition and
a low degree of partisanship characterize this environment in Virginia,
thus encouraging moderation and
even resistance to change. Furthermore, no governor-elect has had the
prospect of major change forced
upon him by massive resignations.
The tendency toward a cautious
approach is reinforced by the fact that
aU three-§overne-r-s-eleet were Republicans in a state whose public
officials are ·still predominantly
Democratic, though this partisan
consideration was probably of less
consequence in the case of Governor
Godwin.
Besides the similarities among
these three transitions, what were
the differences that set them apart?
What was done best in each one, and,
conversely, what shortcomings can
be identified? The most obvious
positive contributions of the Holton
transition were the precedents set for
future transitions. Holton and his
aides had little tradition on which to
rely and thus had to find their way as
the transition progressed. A capable
transition operation was put together, but it did have its. shortcomings, the chief of which was a lack of

experience. Had Holton leaned heavilyon a few more individuals with
experience in state government,
perhaps his transition would have
been accomplished in a more timely
fashion, and he would have been
better prepared to assume the governorship on Inauguration Day. Such
experience could have been added to
the transition effort without substantially diluting the fresh ness of
Holton's style of governing.
Mills Godwin had more factors in
his favor during his 1973-74 transition than did either Linwood Holton
or John Dalton, by virtue of his
previous term as governor-the best
kind of experience for any governorelect. Furthermore, he did not have to
worry about raising money for the
transition as Holton had done. Not
only were Godwin's financial needs
lessened because of his previous
experience, but also those which he
had were taken care of by Governor
Holton, who undoubtedly remembered his own experience four years
earlier. It is difficult to identify any
major shortcomings of the Godwin
transition; this is not sUrprising, in
view of the fact that Godwin was
experienced and envisioned little in
the way of change.
The most recent gubernatorial
transition, that of John Dalton, was
also smooth and trouble free. Dalton
had served previously in state
government and was philosophically
akin to his predecessor, Godwin. In
his electoral compaign, he had called
for no dramatic changes, but rather
old-fashioned
problem
solving.
Under these circumstances, transition difficulties were unlikely and in
fact did not occur.

In conclusion, then, gubernatorial
transitions thus far have proceeded
smoothly and been relatively successful in preparing governors-elect
to assume office with the least
amount of friction. Much of this
success, however, lies in the fact that
no significant change has been
attempted. In the present environment, it is unlikely that a candidate
who advocates radical departures
from the past will be elected governor. Nevertheless, the state should
be prepared for the possibility of a
governor-elect who wants to bring
about more change than did Holton,
Dalton, or Godwin. Such preparation
would require at the least a statute
which would provide assurance of a
realistic amount of money for future
transitions; it would also seem
worthwhile for such a statute to
include provisions for fhe-orderly
transfer of files and similar information from the outgoing to the incoming administration. A more significant and controversial change which
might ease transition difficulties
would involve a change either in the
scheduling of the gubernatorial election and inauguration or in the date
on which the General Assembly
convenes, so as to provide a governor
with an additional two or three
months of ti me in office before faci ng
the tasks of budget preparation and
legislative leadership. Consideration
of reforms such as these would help
to ensure that Virginia's gubernatorial transitions in the future will
continue to proceed in the same
relatively smooth fashion that has
characterized transitions in the past.
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